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Law Enforcement Whistleblower Here to Talk About Pedophile Rings 
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I am involved in law enforcement somewhere in the United States. 
 
We want to break up the pedophile rings. Unfortunately, the elites have pedophile protectors planted at every level to stop 
the Day of the Rope. Royal Order of Jesters is the most common group that corrupts police, DAs and judges. We can't 
take these people down because the perps get tipped off by dirty cops whenever we start an investigation. 
 
We need two things: 
 
1. Video and audio evidence that is so blatant that normies will hang these perverts if the cops don't act 
 
2. Investigations to break up the pedophile protectors inside the police 
 
Quit masturbating, and help me save some kids! 
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Who is this? 
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>>140697895 
God speed 
 
o7 
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Pedophile rings that serve the rich and powerful don't exist. 
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bump 
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>>140698009 

Anonymous ID:fYV987dT Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:05:58 No.140698161  Report 

>they finally found out they have to crowdsource the investigation 
welcome to current year. pick a location like /HTG/ is doing, you may get some bites 

Anonymous ID:7e1GXjfS Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:07:10 No.140698272  Report 
Quoted By: >>140698782 

>>140697895 
how the hell are we supposed to get something like that if police detectives cant? 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:08:40 No.140698429  Report 
Quoted By: >>140699513 

>>140697895 
>We need two things: 
>1. Video and audio evidence 
of course you do you sick pedo cop 

Anonymous ID:7e1GXjfS Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:09:16 No.140698492  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707773 

Justin Beiber was the latest eyewitness to all that shit. 
 
Why not bring him in? Im sure he'd help given his reaction. All the celebrities over the years coming forward 
and no one bats a fucking eye.. 
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Anonymous ID:mJBoXt4N Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:09:37 No.140698534  Report 

Get people that know what they are doing faggot. Fritz Springmeier was released from jail just a year or two 
ago. He's an example of someone with knowledge of Monarch programming. Get enough people 
deprogrammed and the legitimacy of the police behind their testimonies necks will hang. But youre a faggot 
role play so here is a pickle rick 
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EXHIBIT A... 

Anonymous ID:8bEtKwuj Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:10:51 No.140698665  Report 
Quoted By: >>140699989 >>140701263 >>140704198 

>>140697895 
>We can't take these people down because the perps get tipped off by dirty cops whenever we start an 
investigation. 
Jesus Christ what the fuck? 
 
I get when police are corrupted by antifa, they're huge government organisations of course that's the first place 
antifa will infiltrate, but the pedo thing I could never imagine escaping politics and the mainstream media. 
 
Who would take an oath and then tip off (what we believe are) people abusing children for satanic purposes? 
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>>140697895 
Mate you need to watch skippy's video and contact whoever owns that website. It's worth a shot.  
 
http://worldcorpo.net 
 
http://worldcorpo.net/src/video/fatherhood.webm 
pic related 
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>>140698272 
>how the hell are we supposed to get something like that if police detectives cant? 
 
You're the only person who can get it. Because police detectives can't. Time to save the goddamn world, 4chan. 
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Quoted By: >>140699799 

>>140698782 
Do you know the secret password for the next satanic ritual orgy party? 
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>>140698811 
>>140698839 
>>140698876 
>source 

Anonymous ID:oopsI5lg Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:15:48 No.140699126  Report 

Just interview Ian Watkins of Lostprophets. 
 
He knows who's who. He probably has a stash. 
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Quoted By: >>140700697 

If you need clear audio and video why arent LEOs doing anything about the videos from worldcorp.co? 
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Quoted By: >>140710303 

>>140698659 
Hey i've been bored lately, can you help me get into the shill game. thanks in advance 
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>>140697895 
Is this done but with kids?https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Fast_and_Furious 
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>>140698782 
 
it's called using those tax dollars for going undercover. 
 
Start a business as an undercover subset of the department, and hope to god it flourishes. the "board of 
directors" that are all actually undercover cops (real board of directors will be hired economy majors and 
graduates not in on the joke, but paid to not ask questions) 
 
"board of directors" has an "affinity" for "youthful encounters" and so in the business/political world, naturally 
people that cater to that will want their money.  
 
that's really the only way you could make it work. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO Birds.jpg, 27KiB, 256x280 

 

Anonymous ID:KP6RrGvZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:19:31 No.140699485  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707009 

>>140698659 
Was it rape? 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:19:51 No.140699513  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701360 >>140707154 >>140708557 

>>140698429 
 
I hate these people with a determined fury that you will never understand. I am forced to see HCP on a regular 
basis, and after the initial revulsion, I'm haunted by the thought that I didn't stop this. I'm paid to keep people 
safe, and I failed these kids. 
 
I don't want to see any more HCP, ever again. What we need is something like a picture of a kid being dropped 
off at Pedosta's house night after night. Even better if you can get him in a compromising position before the 
actual abuse starts. 
 
Or find out where the Shriners are having their orgy for your local police. Lots of masons have dedicated lodges 
just for police, so they can make sure to thoroughly corrupt the cops. 

Anonymous ID:AOlPAzVg Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:20:24 No.140699585  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703466 >>140707618 

>>140698741 
Yeah this is the website I meant. There is a new video recently posted on there of two men watching a boy in 
the shower. Clearly the one talking the most sounds very much like a new york accent. "Yeah, I like that, you 
got a nice body on you." "Whats the matter, youve never taken a shower before?"  
 
Fucked up bullshit. 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:20:25 No.140699588  Report 
Quoted By: >>140699664 

>>140699279 
 
oooh I like it. implant a GPS transmitter on some very (extraordinarily) young looking (and extraordinarily well 
paid) adult , and see where they go. then "rescue" them, nabbing the rings in the process. 
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Anonymous ID:E3DqnYj+ Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:20:32 No.140699597  Report 

CUZ MAH SEX JUNK 
 
IS SO OH OH OH 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:21:19 No.140699664  Report 

>>140699588 
 
* adults, plural, male and female. that look like kids. 

Anonymous ID:nOETkbrL Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:22:01 No.140699747  Report 

>>140698009 
Tell that to the thousands of white kids in Saudi Arabia. 

Anonymous ID:MQGlH5nq Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:22:24 No.140699779  Report 

>>140697895 
>Quit masturbating, and help me save some kids! 
hahahaha 

Anonymous ID:IUntZD/G Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:22:32 No.140699799  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711062 

>>140698995 
Fidelio 

Anonymous ID:r+yDWRhH Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:23:12 No.140699875  Report 

>>140697895 
I don't do shit for free. You know how the game goes, copper. 

Anonymous ID:iQlmzkza Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:24:13 No.140699989  Report 
Quoted By: >>140700880 >>140701623 

>>140698665 
I think you have antifa confused with white supremacists. Remember one of the cops shot in Dallas last year 
was wearing a white supremacist shirt under his uniform. Last week two cops who are members of the KKK got 
convicted of conspiracy to commit murder. I could go on but I'd like to see an example of antifa infiltrating law 
enforcement. I'm pretty sure their IQs are too high to be accepted. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO HuckabeeHeadShot.jpg, 176KiB, 1277x1795 

 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:24:23 No.140700010  Report 
Quoted By: >>140700256 >>140701678 

The real elite pedos are right wing conservatives who use their religious connections to rape millions of children 
a year. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO Flashx344.jpg, 27KiB, 600x344 

 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:25:24 No.140700126  Report 

Anonymous ID:gAsd6NAF Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:25:26 No.140700128  Report 

Fucking faggot Frank...is this an advertisement for your shitty HTG threads? If not, carry on.  
 
In my home town, this slick-rick fella was using craigslist to pretend he was a little girl. He would lure these 
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sick fucks to meet up with him in parks and what not. He would just walk up to the guys in their parked vehicles 
with his phone streaming and go ''Hey, bud. Im Christine'' and then berate and belittle them...shoulda beat the 
piss out of them but Canadians are too nice. Every guy was a fucking arab and they were acting like they werent 
doing anything wrong. Its pretty bad. The cops told him to stop doing their job. 

Anonymous ID:wMcBnPLS Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:25:48 No.140700161  Report 

>>140697895 
>"if the cops don't act" 
 
Pssh you aint no cop 

Anonymous ID:rUju/R5G Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:25:51 No.140700169  Report 

>>140697895 
Go ask /b/ for help. Every one over there is a pedo. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:26:27 No.140700248  Report 
Quoted By: >>140700602 >>140700653 

>>140698876 
 
Not true. The Feds don't have serious dirt on Trump. Comey met with him on January 17 and tried to get him 
under control with the pissgate story you guys made up. They have a little dirt on him, but it's stuff like moving 
money for the CIA, paying bribes to operate in corrupt New York, and cheating on his wife with consenting 
adults many years ago. That makes him a saint as far as Washington DC goes. 

Anonymous ID:IUntZD/G Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:26:33 No.140700256  Report 

>>140700010 
And Democrats are a bunch of sacrosanct saints. 

Anonymous ID:YNVkqKjv Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:27:05 No.140700296  Report 

>>140697895 
I will help but I will also be masturbating the entire time. 
 
Deal with it 

Anonymous ID:jLuS6IE/ Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:28:16 No.140700412  Report 

>>140697895 
What do you think about Palantir's work with NCMEC? 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:30:00 No.140700582  Report 
Quoted By: >>140700705 >>140701046 

>>140697895 
 
also, if you sift through all the satanic cult lizard people tinfoil hat bullshit in the overarching themes of 
pizzagate, not focusing on small pizza joints, but the larger picture (see San Diego, CA, a man named David 
O(?) Brown, a real estate owner in the immediate vicinity of legoland,) and all of the human trafficking down 
there, you might have a good starting point. a lot of the kids ferried accross the border (this is one reason 
politicians and lobbyists don't want a border wall, sex slaves = $) are used as ultra cheap labor in the civillian 
market as maids and servants, and as prostitutes.  
 
South SanDiego is like the fucking wild west; shittons of child "labor" goes through there. 

Anonymous ID:IUntZD/G Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:30:11 No.140700602  Report 

>>140700248 
It's all bullshit. Apart from his alleged trip to Epstein's rape island, he's clean. They've got nothing on them, 
otherwise they would have used it by now. 

Anonymous ID:dgzdOLuA Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:30:43 No.140700653  Report 

>>140700248 
So now you're a Trump insider AND a leo bro? 
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Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:31:03 No.140700697  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703733 >>140708557 >>140710699 

>>140699166 
 
Believe me, we want to. DC police is controlled by Royal Order of Jesters, and FBI is controlled by a mix of 
Mormons and Masons. Take down the groups that are corrupting the police, and you'll get the investigations. 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:31:09 No.140700705  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701541 

>>140700582 
 
by "sift through" I mean ignore or at least discount. focusing on it leads to false associations and irrelevant 
misdirections. 

Anonymous ID:y5A6nSZY Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:31:15 No.140700711  Report 

>>140697895 
>please try to get into the comet pizza basement again so we look bad to normies and try to get pedo porn to 
bring to the cops its fine. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:32:30 No.140700822  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701024 >>140708557 

>>140699279 
 
Yes. Franklin case they were flying kids in from Nebraska so Bush Sr. could rape them. Congressional page 
program had to be shut down because so many kids were being raped. Jeffrey Epstein's pedophile island was a 
Mossad operation. 
 
If you're not in DC, it's going on somewhere near you involving lower level people that you can take down if 
you channel your autism into espionage. 

Anonymous ID:8bEtKwuj Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:33:00 No.140700880  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701215 

>>140699989 
The German media was crafty enough to write articles where you'd have to read it literally to realise police were 
arrested as antifa sympathisers in the g20 atrocities. 
 
Also 
>I'm totally going to divert attention from child abuse to protect my pet terrorist organisation 
This is why everyone hates you. 

Anonymous ID:D3kX45Uj Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:34:22 No.140701024  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702336 

>>140700822 
Why don't you drop an anonymous tip to a friendly source? 

Anonymous ID:ZUiwE/Ux Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:34:29 No.140701040  Report 

Can you get the Mossad/CIA pedo blackmail files. That should have audio/visual evidence on hundreds-
including the Judges. Especially they say about 80% of the Congress and Senate. 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:34:31 No.140701046  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707826 

>>140700582 
 
Again, I'd like to reiterate, focus on real estate owners, specifically of condominiums, resorts and hotels, along 
major ports, borders, and theme attractions. (universal studios and disneyland, for example. how many carribian 
illegal children go missing every year? how many missing children dissappear in places like Disney land and 
Hershey, PA? 

Anonymous ID:7aZqE/l2 Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:34:59 No.140701094  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701321 >>140702856 
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>>140697895 
why are you spreading lies about the shriners? they do a lot of good work 

Anonymous ID:vPhcSy4R Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:35:34 No.140701161  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701640 

>>140697895 
Are you still here anon? I can drop something. 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:36:08 No.140701215  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702106 

>>140700880 
>anti-fascist sympathisers... 
 
Oh my god thats terrible 

Anonymous ID:pdlQMOr4 Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:36:30 No.140701263  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701541 >>140702804 

>>140698665 
Oaths are meaningless to moloch worshippers. 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:37:02 No.140701321  Report 

>>140701094 
 
for orphans, get the picture? 

Anonymous ID:7e1GXjfS Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:37:18 No.140701360  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701718 >>140703137 

>>140699513 
if we were to get evidence like this. Where would we even send it? How do we know that the local police in that 
area arent in Soros/Clinton/Podesta pockets? 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:38:15 No.140701458  Report 
Quoted By: >>140701969 

>>140699309 
 
Dozens of people have to sign off on undercover operations. The perps get tipped off every time. 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:39:05 No.140701541  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703393 

>>140701263 
 
focusing on any occult aspect of legitimate investigations is going to result in misdirection and vulnerability to 
the "opposition control" cherished by perpetrators.  
 
see 
>>140700705 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:39:54 No.140701623  Report 

>>140699989 
 
KKK is all masons and Feds. Always has been. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 5619849416.png, 762KiB, 647x563 

 

Anonymous ID:AOlPAzVg Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:40:01 No.140701640  Report 
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>>140701161 
Send tips to actual tip lines. This nigger is a larp, I can already tell by his response to me about the worldcorp 
videos. He insinuates he knows so much but is obviously not making anonymous tips of his own. And if we are 
to believe what he is saying is true, any tips wont make a fuck of difference without identifying hundreds of 
high profile muh faks and somehow getting them arrested instead... 
 
Okay yeah. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:40:22 No.140701678  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702467 

>>140700010 
 
Mike Pence is a much bigger problem than Mike Huckabee. 

Anonymous ID:7DsFYb4i Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:40:34 No.140701700  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702267 >>140703040 

Shills raiding this thread because of substance. /pol/ so close to breaking this case late last year. All of it is true 
time to re-engage. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO ffdgfdggdf.jpg, 44KiB, 1280x720 

 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:40:46 No.140701718  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702202 

>>140701360 
Just download it onto a USB drive and take it personally to your local police station. Tell them you want to 
report a crime. 

Anonymous ID:rxVyjHIS Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:41:34 No.140701803  Report 

DRAIN THE SWAMP 

Anonymous ID:Yh/cICwD Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:42:02 No.140701850  Report 

I hope that you find a way to cope and don't let this mess you up too much. Pretty shit situation to be in and I 
wish you well. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 20664169_10212878895540990_50318 (...).jpg, 14KiB, 375x406 

 

Anonymous ID:zXq7u59Q Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:42:33 No.140701899  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703551 

>>140697895 
Please tell me the ones in Texas are going down soon. 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:43:09 No.140701969  Report 

>>140701458 
 
so what if instead of a large operation, it was just a few?  
 
use a couple rookies for the recording, and your moste trusted guy as the actor.  
 
get arrest and takedown teams ready, but give them as little details as possible.  
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Manufacture fame for the one trusted actor, or manufacture cred. use millions of dollars, if available without 
specifying their use, and make the actor look like some kingpin. he could actually hire real criminals, and, 
unfortunately, would have to actually pimp out child sex slaves.  
 
if the people involved can use the ends to justify the means, it would work. Very deadly. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO e2fdc965ce507a0380f07338d8b83edf (...).jpg, 15KiB, 244x255 

 

Anonymous ID:AKjYfoRm Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:44:18 No.140702083  Report 

>>140698839 
Quit trying to slide an anti-pedo thread, you kid-diddling piece of shit 

Anonymous ID:8bEtKwuj Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:44:29 No.140702106  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702349 >>140702603 

>>140701215 
Antifa is not antifascist 
>hey if we put anti in fron- 
No. 
 
Just no. Antifa are a militant Marxist organisation that hires meth heads. 

Anonymous ID:7DsFYb4i Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:44:46 No.140702144  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703040 

Tax dollars supply cia niggers to shitpost donald memes whenever this thread comes up. think about that. this is 
all real, shills damned to fucking hellfire/ 

Anonymous ID:Bd+OoTpB Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:45:14 No.140702195  Report 

>>140697895 
or just dox them all on like baphomet and meme magic and weaponized autism will take care of the rest 
other than that, we will still have to deal with issues like (((muh high trust))) and being able to keep individual 
actors in powerful positions from going out of line 
according to their liason to us that they sent last year, if we can manage to just figure out a solution to those two 
issues supposedly they will willfully abdicate 

Anonymous ID:7e1GXjfS Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:45:17 No.140702202  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703987 

>>140701718 
Most of the police are corrupt bruh.. They upload that shit and watch it, they realize who is on the video. They 
will bury that shit in the cold case files or outright destroy the evidence. 

Anonymous ID:H9Ur+Yno Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:45:42 No.140702237  Report 

>>140697895 
>We want to break up the pedophile rings 
 
Larp 

Anonymous ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:45:59 No.140702267  Report 

>>140701700 
 
all of the more reason to keep at it. 
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we REALLY have to keep the tinfoil hat shit away though, it makes any real evidence collected seem 
illegitimate. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:46:48 No.140702336  Report 
Quoted By: >>140702600 >>140702647 >>140703163 >>140707125 >>140709048 

>>140701024 
 
I'm doing lots of work here, including infiltrating the Masons. But this has to go nationwide, and fast, because 
Trump is in deep shit. You guys know the Vice President is a pedophile protector, right? 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:46:55 No.140702349  Report 

>>140702106 
lol you sound like a mark levinist 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:47:58 No.140702467  Report 

>>140701678 
 
how so? 

Anonymous ID:vPhcSy4R Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:48:06 No.140702480  Report 

Start here 
 
>>140698741 
 
And ask for help here 
 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate 

Anonymous ID:gSj7EPqK Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:48:08 No.140702487  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704294 

There are a lot of disparate groups here, each with different skills and strategy. 
What is your 'wishlist' for /pol/ contributions that you think will be most useful in the long run? 

Anonymous ID:YSFkzN3n Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:49:16 No.140702600  Report 

>>140702336 
Once you get into the Masons, they own you. Fucking goof. 

Anonymous ID:oemb1rI+ Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:49:16 No.140702603  Report 

>>140702106 
exactly, not even fascists want to be affiliated with "antifa". 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:49:44 No.140702647  Report 

>>140702336 
 
then give us a starting point. 
 
keep in mind, we can't get search warrants, and information collected without a search warrant, or collected in 
violation of the suspects rights in any way, can be thrown out of court. 
 
what you should be mining from us is ideas. 

Anonymous ID:/GxHt3A4 Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:50:59 No.140702779  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703002 >>140703023 

>>140697969 
*clears throat*  
>Rothschilds bow to Bogdanoffs 
>In contact with aliens 
>Possess psychic-like abilities 
>Control france with an iron but fair fist 
>Own castles & banks globally 
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>Direct descendants of the ancient royal  
bloodline 
>Will bankroll the first cities on Mars (Bogdangrad will be be the first city) 
>Own 99% of DNA editing research facilities on Earth 
>First designer babies will in all likelihood be Bogdanoff babies 
>both brothers said to have 215+ IQ, such intelligence on Earth has only existed deep in Tibetan monasteries & 
Area 51 
>Ancient Indian scriptures tell of two angels who will descend upon Earth and will bring an era of 
enlightenment and unprecedented technological progress with them 
>They own Nanobot R&D labs around the world 
>You likely have Bogdabots inside you right now 
>The Bogdanoffs are in regular communication with the Archangels Michael and Gabriel, forwarding the word 
of God to the Orthodox Church. Who do you think set up the meeting between the pope & the Orthodox high 
command (First meeting between the two organisations in over 1000 years) and arranged the Orthodox leader’s 
first trip to Antarctica in history literally a few days later to the Bogdanoff bunker in Wilkes land? 
>They learned fluent French in under a week 
>Nation states entrust their gold reserves with the twins. There’s no gold in Ft. Knox, only Ft. Bogdanoff 
>The twins are about 7 decades old, from the space-time reference point of the base human currently accepted 
by our society 
>In reality, they are timeless beings existing in all points of time and space from the big bang to the end of the 
universe. We don’t know their ultimate plans yet. We hope they’re benevolent beings.Search Interest 
Anonymous ID:Bd+OoTpB Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:51:17 No.140702804  Report 

>>140701263 
that is why they are the oathbreakers 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 4L_9aEHOge8.jpg, 329KiB, 563x3686 

 

Anonymous ID:vPhcSy4R Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:51:19 No.140702806  Report 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:51:42 No.140702856  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703645 >>140704814 

>>140701094 
 
They've been caught countless times fucking the kids at their hospitals. Shriners are controlled by the Sovereign 
Order of Brothers in Blood (SOBIB). There's US congress and judges in SOBIB. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 4L_bve7KqqX.jpg, 2MiB, 1300x8896 

 

Anonymous ID:vPhcSy4R Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:52:56 No.140703002  Report 

>>140702779 
Fucking leaf 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO mmm.png, 855KiB, 675x1097 
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Anonymous ID:7rsfLYsV Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:53:08 No.140703020  Report 

>>140697895 
It's simpler than you think mr. law enforcement. It's the Jews. Get a list with Jews in the USA and you pretty 
much have a List of Pedophiles (and even worse criminals) or those selling child "services" to non-jews.  
 
Actually if you can get /pol/ a database with all US jews, you'd probably not only save the children from those 
monsters. 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:53:10 No.140703023  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703573 >>140703661 >>140705239 

>>140702779 
 
this. this stupid meem bullshit right here. this shit is what de-legitimizes any actual evidence collected by 
anyone on the internet. 

Anonymous ID:7DsFYb4i Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:53:23 No.140703040  Report 

>>140701700 
>>140702144 
Checking my own gets of truth! 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 200px-Slu_billiken.jpg, 23KiB, 200x276 

 

Anonymous ID:BNgwl7Lc Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:53:38 No.140703060  Report 

I never even heard of Royal Order of Jesters before, weird stuff. 
This is their icon, a Billiken. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:54:17 No.140703137  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704223 

>>140701360 
 
Leak it to the public while protecting your identity. 

Anonymous ID:Bd+OoTpB Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:54:31 No.140703163  Report 

>>140702336 
what we need is someone to infiltrate the overarching pedo ring, the one pedo blackmail ring that rules all of the 
smaller pedo blackmail sex slavery & sacrifice service circuit rings 
going after the small ones is just arms on an octopus 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:56:45 No.140703393  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704219 

>>140701541 
 
The whole point of this is to expose occult abuse and sex blackmail. People will believe you when they see a 
video of your Chief of Police having "pussy-licking competitions" on a hooker with other masons, with a 
uniformed officer standing guard. 
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Anonymous ID:t5HA0TvA Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:57:13 No.140703455  Report 

>>140697895 
>to stop the Day of the Rope 
No! 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1504482952121.jpg, 9KiB, 184x217 

 

Anonymous ID:oHfI61zq Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:57:18 No.140703466  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703958 

>>140699585 
>mfw fantasizing about slowly breaking the bones then skinning this kike alive 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:58:08 No.140703551  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703818 >>140704478 

>>140701899 
 
As soon as you quit masturbating and help me take them down. 

Anonymous ID:7VnwrunD Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:58:17 No.140703571  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703702 >>140704693 

>>140697895 
What can we do to help lock these fucks up? 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO liberal child porn.jpg, 3MiB, 2600x3704 

 

Anonymous ID:/GxHt3A4 Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:58:16 No.140703573  Report 

>>140703023 
How about this? 

Anonymous ID:XXauuFtK Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:58:27 No.140703585  Report 

>>140697895 
>Video and audio evidence that is so blatant that normies will hang these perverts if the cops don't act 
Not happening 
>Investigations to break up the pedophile protectors inside the police 
Will get shut down before you can say 'oy vey' 
What you want is people from outside to serve as executioner. Think of some insidious scheme to share names 
with people willing to put their life on the line for this. 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:58:58 No.140703645  Report 

>>140702856 
 
what if you got warrants from the most legit judge you knew, with your most trusted colleague(s) (threes a 
crowd, remember), and then you could on the down low gather evidence in a manner in accordance with the 
law, so it couldn't be thrown out of court unless by a corrupt judge 
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>check my posting name. he played golf with the judge in SoCal that tried him for his alleged crimes during the 
late 90's / early 00's 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1493033449317.png, 710KiB, 720x720 

 

Anonymous ID:/GxHt3A4 Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:59:08 No.140703661  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704514 

>>140703023 
Or this? 

Anonymous ID:SPK6lxiN Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:59:34 No.140703701  Report 

>He thinks he can just infiltrate the NWO and come out alive 
kek 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:59:34 No.140703702  Report 
Quoted By: >>140703859 >>140704614 

>>140703571 
definitely go into restaurants armed with guns and demand to see the basement. 

Anonymous ID:fU7/NCxo Thu 07 Sep 2017 18:59:48 No.140703733  Report 

>>140700697 
>Royal Order of Jesters, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VtgBdUtw26c 

Anonymous ID:zXq7u59Q Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:00:37 No.140703818  Report 
Quoted By: >>140705245 

>>140703551 
Well the ones I've heard about were more cartel focused. But there are no shortage of those in the ISDs who are 
leeching school money. 

Anonymous ID:oHfI61zq Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:01:06 No.140703859  Report 

>>140703702 
It also helps to fire a single shot into their FOH computer. Don't forget to turn the streetcam the day of 

Anonymous ID:JEGT8QOk Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:01:40 No.140703910  Report 
Quoted By: >>140705476 

>>140697895 
 
If we assume you aren't a LARP'er.... 
 
1. You are correct. The way these things always work is that someone gets some solid evidence and leaks it on 
the internet. Once those in control are bypassed the press and the law have no choice but to follow through in 
order to appear as if they are doing their jobs. 
 
2. In order to achieve your goals, you (or someone) needs to tell us WHERE to look. 
 
3. Once we know a location, it's a fairly easy matter to put the place under 24 hour CCTV surveillance. 
Assuming we are watching people go in and out of a location from a public street, filming that public street is 
still legal (see: expectation of privacy as it relates to video surveillance) 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO mnn.png, 73KiB, 818x509 
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Anonymous ID:AOlPAzVg Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:02:09 No.140703958  Report 

>>140703466 
Curbing my anger was one of the first things I had to do when I started getting deeper into these things. I still 
wluld fucking take great pleasure in torturing pedophiles. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:02:31 No.140703987  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704105 >>140704239 >>140714334 

>>140702202 
 
Do you know why so many departments have black and white checkered patterns on their uniforms? It's from 
the lodge floor. They're saying that the Masons own the damn police. Good cops are forced out, or stopped from 
investigating the people the Masons are protecting. 

Anonymous ID:zV+KmRSs Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:02:59 No.140704032  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704400 

>>140698811 
>>140698839 
>>140698876 
If there was anything on Trump, Obama/DHS/FBI/CIA/ATF/IRS (and on and on) would have found it. 
The guy is a "straight arrow". 
Give it a rest faggot. 

Anonymous ID:4lpgp8nw Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:03:08 No.140704048  Report 

This maybe some of the worst Larping I have ever seen. 
 
SAGE! 

Anonymous ID:7DsFYb4i Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:03:27 No.140704081  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706038 

>>140697895 
There is so much evidence. SO MUCH. What /pol/ compiled last year was enough for the smallest sheriff's dept 
detective to blow everything wide open. Why can't you deputy dipshits just rebel and do your own dirty work? 
Arrest the fucking judge for fucks sake... 

Anonymous ID:cYggiYgJ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:03:31 No.140704088  Report 

Sometimes I think we really need to have a rational, public discussion about pedophilia, because it is a taboo 
subject, especially a lesser known topic related to child trafficking and sex slave labor. 
 
The truth of this issue is bad enough as it is. I think we just need to grill society and bring attention to the issue 
in a public way that signals we'll just simply resolve this issue by raising awareness and fire of the masses 
gradually towards the correct guilty parties who engage in child sex slave labor and trafficking 

Anonymous ID:SPK6lxiN Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:03:41 No.140704105  Report 

>>140703987 
Can't remember specifically but it has something to do with Moloch and all the pedo stuff. 

Anonymous ID:9+1jUEn2 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:04:35 No.140704189  Report 

Are u larping 
Pls b srs 

Anonymous ID:XXauuFtK Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:04:41 No.140704198  Report 

>>140698665 
>Who would take an oath and then tip off (what we believe are) people abusing children for satanic purposes? 
That happens when there's literally trillions on the line. Comply (get sucked in but profit heavily) or die. 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:04:51 No.140704219  Report 
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>>140703393 
 
you need to get actual video evidence. Photos are too easily doctored, recordings and emails aren't convincing 
enough to your typical jury, and circumstantial evidence isn't solid enough when trying to convict rich people. 
 
If you REALLY think that people aren't put off by conspiracy theories, just look at how the masses react 
whenever they are told something is a "conspiracy" 
 
their gut reaction is that it's a hoax or tinfoil, not that it might actually be happening. If you want the masses to 
react, you need to get undeniable evidence that can't be construed as "conspiracy theories" 
 
if you want to actually get people convicted, you need video evidence. problem is, sometimes second hand 
video can't be used in court. 
 
past that, you need hit-men if you actually want to get something done. your call. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 4L_Y3hATF3L.jpg, 3MiB, 7000x5893 

 

Anonymous ID:vPhcSy4R Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:04:46 No.140704223  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704461 

>>140703137 
Answer me you nigger 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1504074064509.jpg, 68KiB, 600x483 

 

Anonymous ID:AOlPAzVg Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:05:01 No.140704239  Report 

>>140703987 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:05:24 No.140704294  Report 
Quoted By: >>140705449 

>>140702487 
 
This has to go past 6 degrees of Kevin Bacon. Get cameras and microphones out into the real world. 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:06:32 No.140704400  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706588 

>>140704032 
They did find shit on Trump, but he is such a powerful member of the establishment that they couldn't touch 
him. Trump went to the pedo island with his buddy Bill Clinton. His liberal and right wing friends helped cover 
up his sex crimes. 
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Anonymous ID:AOlPAzVg Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:07:08 No.140704461  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712807 

>>140704223 
I already told he was most likely a larp. He has info, but I dont buy him being an LEO 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO crchatroom.jpg, 137KiB, 1011x273 

 

Anonymous ID:p3TEZ2Nz Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:07:11 No.140704469  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704632 

>>140697895 
HERES SOME FOR YOU 

Anonymous ID:7VqhG2Az Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:07:19 No.140704478  Report 

>>140703551 
Cant you leak videos of non cp obviously, of famous people in sex acts then we make the videos viral and they 
would have to resign? 

Anonymous ID:i7zDcG9e Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:07:26 No.140704493  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704709 >>140706628 

>>140697895 
 
This thread has potential, but this reeks of a larp 
 
Badge and Timestamp please 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:07:34 No.140704514  Report 

>>140703661 
 
that's not going to go mainstream. people genuinely won't believe it. makes me sweat blood. 

Anonymous ID:GTU+zErG Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:08:18 No.140704596  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706803 

>>140697895 
>it's just a few bad apples goy, i'd help if i could 
Oh really? So why did the entire FBI, the prosecutors and at least two different judges conspire to break the law 
to protect Jeffery Epstein and destroy his accusers? There's zero evidence that any LE gives a shit if they find a 
pedo, if the pedo have money they look the other way. What weak corrupt faggots, any you come here to ask us 
for pictures and videos so you can bag us up? Please. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 4L_e378ZmW1.png, 3MiB, 1534x6418 

 

Anonymous ID:vPhcSy4R Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:08:23 No.140704614  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711083 
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>>140703702 
>49th most important guy in Washington is baking pizza for a living  
>in a street fully owned by CIA relatives 
>just over the tunnel that connects the White House with one of the many ancient escape routes used by 
presidents 
>which was recently illegally drilled 
 
>apparently somebody from the Internet shows up with a gun 
>all the camera of the street change direction before it happened, returned normal after the shooting 
>never moved before in years 
>the whole story got reported an hour before the shooting took place 
>the article got cancelled and reuploaded at the right time 
 
>absolutely nobody finds it strange 

Anonymous ID:p3TEZ2Nz Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:08:32 No.140704632  Report 

>>140704469 
>ITS LIKE POKEMON MAN 
YOU GOTTTA CATCH EM ALL!!!! 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1488584728835.gif, 854KiB, 380x380 

 

Anonymous ID:tJ4rXExT Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:08:43 No.140704647  Report 

>>140697969 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:09:07 No.140704693  Report 
Quoted By: >>140704916 >>140705016 

>>140703571 
 
Start doing surveillance. Act like a PI. 

Anonymous ID:7DsFYb4i Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:09:15 No.140704709  Report 

>>140704493 
This. Blacked out badge and TS. Post it up. 

Anonymous ID:6HGyGdPl Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:09:18 No.140704713  Report 

>>140697895 
bump, pls bring em down 

Anonymous ID:4EmI+ayu Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:10:03 No.140704814  Report 

>>140702856 
Name names. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 02 Masonic emblem.jpg, 125KiB, 700x476 

 

Anonymous ID:i7zDcG9e Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:10:27 No.140704866  Report 

Remember the first masonic council was founded by Jews. The masons serve the existance of Greater Israel. 
Basically EU v 1.0.4 
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Anonymous ID:7VnwrunD Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:11:00 No.140704916  Report 

>>140704693 
Anyone in particular? 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:11:50 No.140705016  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707242 

>>140704693 
 
anything we get won't be admissible in court. 

Anonymous ID:bqRof7z3 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:12:20 No.140705058  Report 

>>140697895 
>dirty cops 
 
can't manage to break that blue line eh you pussy faggot 
 
>i need /pol/ to be my personal army 
 
fuck off 

Anonymous ID:sNVtHMS5 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:14:06 No.140705239  Report 
Quoted By: >>140705549 

>>140703023 
Back to rebbit you go 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:14:10 No.140705245  Report 

>>140703818 
 
It's going to be different in each area. That's why each of you should try to find a couple trustworthy people in 
your area and see what you can find. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO starving dogs.png, 1MiB, 1329x555 

 

Anonymous ID:c+9kgl+D Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:14:15 No.140705256  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706400 

here's the theme song for saving the world from evil: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djm2xCDeptI 
 
next on the manifest is to cure the world of aids, poverty and starvation 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO i am unsatisfied with the curren (...).jpg, 14KiB, 404x304 

 

Anonymous ID:b/Glz/EX Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:15:00 No.140705338  Report 

post cock 

Anonymous ID:i7zDcG9e Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:15:24 No.140705384  Report 

>>140697895 
At the very least, if you won't post your badge, drop some names, give us some places to look. 
 
Maybe drop some PDF's from some case file. Names redacted naturally 

Anonymous ID:gSj7EPqK Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:15:57 No.140705449  Report 

>>140704294 
Live surveillence, video and audio. O-keefe videos had a lot of impact because it was actual video+audio. 
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Documents just don't have the impact. Good thing technology is cheap nowadays, and tapping phones is trivial 
for those who know what they're doing. 
 
Got it, thx anon. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:16:10 No.140705476  Report 
Quoted By: >>140705596 

>>140703910 
 
Slow down. I can't give you specific leads on locations without tipping them off. This has to be a mix of open 
source to get started (Royal Order of Jesters) combined with tight opsec on your local investigation. 

David O. Brown ID:c8XEHfRI Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:16:45 No.140705549  Report 

>>140705239 
 
I've always typed like this, believe it or not. never been to reddit.  
 
I use spacing to seperate ideas into segments. 

Anonymous ID:h69zpiZk Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:16:58 No.140705573  Report 

>>140697895 
Yes, and we'll just believe you. 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:17:10 No.140705596  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708048 

>>140705476 
why the hell would you go for the jesters when you have the entire congress? 

Anonymous ID:gt429jIh Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:19:16 No.140705792  Report 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YmDcCpD1gc 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO download (16).jpg, 11KiB, 234x215 

 

Anonymous ID:bEd10poH Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:21:15 No.140706007  Report 

>>140697895 
>Bump 
But in all seriousness what can a board of autists do? People like Soros have billions. Do you have a plan 
whistle blower anon? 
>I mean an actual plan not two bullet points. 

Anonymous ID:kYB6Zfv1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:21:30 No.140706034  Report 

>>140697895 
I agree with your ultimate goal but I disagree with your blatant manipulation. 
It's very jewy. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:21:35 No.140706038  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706379 >>140708390 

>>140704081 
>Why can't you deputy dipshits just rebel and do your own dirty work? 
 
I already said I am, but I'm one guy. We need a nationwide effort to bring this down. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1493001832081.jpg, 19KiB, 316x400 
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Anonymous ID:k03fhlnZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:22:22 No.140706112  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706205 

>>140697895 
 
Hey OP, have you visited Voat/PizzaGate before? 
 
I think they might be able to help you as well. 
>https://voat.co/v/pizzagate 
 
>"What's the "Royal Order of Jesters"?", said the newfags 
>https://youtu.be/VtgBdUtw26c 
>https://youtu.be/pIEKoEeWZC4 
>https://youtu.be/ttIeNPcsKQc 
 
Good luck OP, I really hope you and your term crack down on these scum. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO be-patient-i-have-autism-19874806.png, 149KiB, 500x522 

 

Anonymous ID:k03fhlnZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:23:22 No.140706205  Report 

>>140706112 
team* 

Anonymous ID:rYEhqEG8 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:24:51 No.140706346  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706717 

>>140697895 
Why don't you assholes just lie and plant evidence like you do the rest of the time? Sage this larping wanker 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:25:15 No.140706379  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708006 >>140708563 

>>140706038 
civil law enforcement here. Have you ever observed a superior officer protect a pedo? For example, you may 
have seen a superior knowingly shut down an investigation into a powerful pedo 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:25:24 No.140706400  Report 

>>140705256 
Also this one. 
https://youtu.be/Ms5J2U_ySdI 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO trumpanoff.png, 248KiB, 556x344 

 

Anonymous ID:s+F5k74k Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:25:24 No.140706403  Report 
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>>140697969 
Everyone get to work. America needs you. 

Anonymous ID:+EL7mdjB Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:25:36 No.140706420  Report 

>>140697895 
>leaking law enforcement information on 4chan while in a FVEY country 
 
Do you think the FBI already has your subscriber data? 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 17951494_1654823444527895_213076 (...).jpg, 15KiB, 480x480 

 

Anonymous ID:k03fhlnZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:25:51 No.140706443  Report 

Come to think of it, if you want more resources from the Weaponized Autism at 4chan, I highly recommend 
checking the /HTG/ archives  
 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/subject/%2FHTG%2F/ 

Anonymous ID:mcba0VQn Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:26:21 No.140706497  Report 

>>140697895 
Just go to florida and california. 

Anonymous ID:A2yHkiND Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:27:06 No.140706588  Report 

>>140704400 
>but he is such a powerful member of the establishment that they couldn't touch him 
ahahahahahahahahahahaha 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO CIA.jpg, 33KiB, 400x400 

 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:27:24 No.140706628  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706727 >>140707063 

>>140704493 
>Badge and Timestamp please 
 
I bet you'd love that, CIA. I can't wait for the day we physically raid Langley. 

Anonymous ID:EnUl8n0/ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:28:26 No.140706717  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706878 

>>140706346 
The ends don't justify the means, shill. 

Anonymous ID:rYEhqEG8 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:28:34 No.140706727  Report 

>>140706628 
post proof you're a cop nigger otherwise you're just a bullshitter trying to get innocent anons arrested 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:29:14 No.140706803  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707063 >>140709880 
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>>140704596 
 
You think the cops didn't want to hang Epstein themselves? The whole thing got taken away from them by 
corrupt people up the food chain. 

Anonymous ID:Tzh85W7+ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:29:15 No.140706806  Report 
Quoted By: >>140706996 

>>140698039 
background on pic? 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:29:52 No.140706878  Report 

>>140706717 
Thats not how american cops think buddy. 

Anonymous ID:DJMO3kd2 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:30:19 No.140706918  Report 

>>140697895 
Well there you go. We live in the age of leaks. 

Anonymous ID:dDZFFesp Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:31:02 No.140706996  Report 

>>140706806 
That pic in from a police museum in california where you can get your pic taken in their old jail cell. 

Anonymous ID:F7AkP9y8 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:31:02 No.140706997  Report 

>>140697895 
>yet another larp thread with this many replies 
the absolute state of /pol/ 

Anonymous ID:DJMO3kd2 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:31:10 No.140707009  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711251 

>>140699485 
If you have sex with your own DNA, it's masturbation. 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:31:40 No.140707063  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708120 

>>140706628 
>>140706803 
Hello? How real is this? Do you have any personal knowledge of superior officers protecting pedos, such as 
knowingly shutting down investigations into powerful pedos 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO v90jtnc084jy.jpg, 51KiB, 640x550 

 

Anonymous ID:k03fhlnZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:32:16 No.140707125  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709009 

>>140702336 
Oh what the fuck. 
 
Now I feel like a total hypocrite for abhorring Joe Biden memes. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO IMG_3582.png, 347KiB, 1242x2208 
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Anonymous ID:elI+qyEO Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:32:20 No.140707132  Report 
Quoted By: >>140710876 

>>140697895 
>Royal Order of Jesters 

Anonymous ID:ykNdL8Oc Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:32:21 No.140707137  Report 

>>140697895 
>1. Video and audio evidence that is so blatant that normies will hang these perverts if the cops don't act 
Though I'm quite sure you're a larper, I'd still like to string up these sick fucks. 

Anonymous ID:HCQpzEsR Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:32:31 No.140707154  Report 

>>140699513 
You didn't fail those kids, copanon, the people who prey on them and lack human decency are to blame. Sad 
fact is the world was this fucked up before you were born, it is this fucked up while you live, and it will be this 
fucked up after you are dead. You are doing good, that is what is needed more, but do not undervalue your 
contribution. You are one of many doing good and if you were not, then there would be one less. Just please 
always be careful. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:33:31 No.140707242  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707627 

>>140705016 
 
If you get a video of someone raping kids, admissibility won't matter. They'll be prosecuted or killed by a 
vigilante. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO EqualJustice.png, 1MiB, 1312x540 

 

Anonymous ID:XJx8DiYF Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:33:42 No.140707268  Report 
Quoted By: >>140707332 

>>140697895 
How do you stop yourself from murdering the collaborators and compromised? Hearing about those child 
dungeons where they keep the 10 and unders in caves makes me want to go Lolembine on some pedos. 

Anonymous ID:XJx8DiYF Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:34:27 No.140707332  Report 

>>140707268 
"caves" should read "cages" 
 
Blame the autism. 

Anonymous ID:YOFmOory Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:37:14 No.140707618  Report 

>>140699585 
That place is nuts. It's either actual questionable material or some very, very, very disturbed hipster artist. At 
least the boy is wearing a swimsuit. 

Anonymous ID:i7zDcG9e Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:37:17 No.140707627  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709649 

>>140707242 
What's kept someone from Gibbing Epstein then? There are dozens of big pedophiles people know about but no 
one has done anything about... 
 
It seems like you are encouraging us to terroristic acts to get us more violent. 
 
It seems Shareblue has been learning. 

Anonymous ID:CS90lhcQ Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:37:41 No.140707668  Report 

>>140697969 
those glasses cant even hit on his face 
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Anonymous ID:BNgwl7Lc Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:38:01 No.140707705  Report 

>Freemasonry Shriner Jester Former judge pleads guilty in prostitution scandal 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GGbIMKShgA 

the chosen (((one))) ID:OaWqv4yL Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:38:43 No.140707773  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708291 

>>140698492 
 
Because literally the entire music industry has been corrupted since nirvana orchestrated a luciferian rite of 
sodomy outside Seattle. Every pop star is infected with this sexual disease since they know the ghostwritten 
narrative. Beiberhole69 especially. It's (((them))) who own the media. Music included. The vampires will be 
burned alive as they should have been a decade ago. Now you know what Dave Grohl did. God as my witness, 
he is "guilty all the same" as the words of a loud but dead Chester Bennington sing out. Follow the thread. Look 
at the new releases. They have known the truth all along but their greed condemns them to silence and 
collusion. I'm the day man in this occult musical illuminatro. Sodomized as a child but old enough to speak my 
mind as I am past age 25 now. (((they))) literally "buttfucked the game up" now you want to know who the real 
slim shady is? It's the kid who was groomed to "rape me" like Cobain sang before he took the cowards exit 
stage left 4dead.  
 
 
your precious tay tay and ed sheeran along with all others who have entered into covenant with death shall not 
be saved from the finale. All will be disgusted with their siren sweet songs. Isaiah 28:15. I am blameless yet 
suffered for my generations faithless and wicked deeds. Isaiah 50 and 53. Those with ears let them hear. Those 
with eyes let them see. 

Anonymous ID:GAsDR9eb Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:39:11 No.140707822  Report 

>>140697895 
>I am involved in law enforcement 
>"I'm a cop" 
>if the cops don't act 
>"I'm not a cop" 
shitty larp, can't even maintain your assumed identity. 

Anonymous ID:FgdJE+kI Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:39:13 No.140707826  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708172 >>140711924 

>>140701046 
>>140697895 
>Hershey, PA 
 
Anything to check out in Philly?  
 
I've noticed a ton of 13-14 year old black girls go missing here, which is normal for a big city, but being 
America's oldest city......I wouldn't be surprised if there was some pizza related maps around these parts.  
 
I'm not with /pol/ on most things but there is definitely something to this whole pizzagate things. There's too 
much shit that comes to the surface that only makese sense if there is some kind of organized effort going on. 

Anonymous ID:+MgktgsM Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:40:27 No.140707927  Report 

I feel for your cause, OP, but you're a LARPing faggot, so there isn't much that I can do 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:41:09 No.140708006  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708469 

>>140706379 
>you may have seen a superior knowingly shut down an investigation into a powerful pedo 
thats easy as shit to figure out, just look into judges with FBI records of deviancy, there are plenty to choose 
from 
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Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:41:32 No.140708048  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708359 >>140708515 >>140708686 

>>140705596 
 
You get the Jesters that are corrupting your local cops. That small victory that encourages citizen investigations 
because they are finally getting arrests. The movement builds and you start getting Congressman. Before you 
know it, the elites in DC are draining the swamp because they don't want to hang. 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:42:09 No.140708120  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708642 

>>140707063 
>Do you have any personal knowledge of superior officers protecting pedos 
 
it's typically the prosecutor who throws the case or claims it's a weak case and deals it out 

Anonymous ID:meUJgHlw Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:42:38 No.140708172  Report 

>>140707826 
A couple long-term go-pros hidden in the bushes or hidden mics would probably go a long way to playing 
private PI 

strelok !!Yohx1cB77Mv ID:VcvenNkB Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:43:17 No.140708253  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713180 

>>140698876 
>trump could have any woman he chooses 
>rapes some chick 
yeah, very believable story there 

Anonymous ID:D5RM5Q4J Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:43:21 No.140708259  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708547 >>140710079 

I want the blackmail rings to go down as much as anybody - do you know what sort of stability the blackmail 
rings provide, though? According to others, the blackmail is like glue that keeps the ruling cabal together - if 
they collapse, will we delve into chaos?  
 
I believe that they run society as a sort of "ends justify the means thing" - so for example, the use of drug 
smuggling to prop up the dollar. 
 
Is there an alternative in place to pick up the slack when the chain reaction brings the blackmail rings down, and 
then the system with it? 
 
I don't think our system of "order" is worth it, if it means innocent children need to be abused to prop it up - 
guess i better get weapons 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:43:34 No.140708291  Report 

>>140707773 
>Because literally the entire music industry has been corrupted since nirvana orchestrated a luciferian rite of 
sodomy outside Seattle. 
 
yeah and it wasn't corrupted when the Rolling Stones murdered somebody during their performance of 
sympathy for the devil at the Altamont festival 
 
not to mention Jim Morrison'd dad getting 3 million people killed in vietnam, totally not luciferian 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:44:06 No.140708359  Report 

>>140708048 
>You get the Jesters that are corrupting your local cops 
I call those fuckers in, believe me it's not hard to figure out 

Anonymous ID:tj68ELlr Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:44:24 No.140708390  Report 
Quoted By: >>140710287 
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>>140706038 
>We need a nationwide effort to bring this down. 
How can we do this without some fucking three letter agency arresting us? How could we organize this without 
suspicion? 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:45:08 No.140708469  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708751 

>>140708006 
Yes - that would be great for a FBI leaker to do. Take the fbi files and leak them to bring public awareness. 
LEOs are in a much better position to effect change than an average citizen because they have access to the 
evidence. 

Anonymous ID:ykNdL8Oc Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:45:26 No.140708515  Report 
Quoted By: >>140710714 

>>140708048 
Why not just kill these scumbags? If you cops, assuming you're for real, know who these Jesters are, why not 
doxx them on here? Why not give a list of names of suspects to this board and let autism do what it does? 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:45:39 No.140708547  Report 

>>140708259 
>I want the blackmail rings to go down as much as anybody - do you know what sort of stability the blackmail 
rings provide, though? 
 
they don't provide any stability, they just keep people under centralized control 
 
but how do you propose to get rid of this system that is 10 thousand years old? 
 
if you drone them all there won't be anybody left 

Anonymous ID:TCWT6uGK Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:45:48 No.140708557  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708936 >>140710902 >>140712803 >>140713510 

>>140697895 
>>140698782 
>>140699513 
>>140700697 
>>140700822 
 
So OP, let's say HYPOTHETICALLY that I actually know who several of the local players are in my area. I 
hypothetically know about a few groups working drug-dealing, prostitution, and human trafficking that are 
involved with high level freemasons and the local police and government in my area. Let's also say that 
hypothetically these groups have threatened me and the local police have beaten the shit out of me when I 
mentioned it to them. How then could I proceed to do anything about the situation? If I were to do anything in 
this purely hypothetical situation I would at this point just get myself killed (probably by the cops themselves). 
Wat do? My hands are pretty much tied. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:45:50 No.140708563  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709310 >>140709735 

>>140706379 
 
Yes. Someone in the chain tipped off pedos that I tried to investigate. They also like to assign the case to one of 
their corrupted detectives. 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:46:33 No.140708642  Report 
Quoted By: >>140708934 

>>140708120 
yes, but the case wouldn't make it to the prosecutor if the law enforcement officers did not present the evidence 
to the attorney general. I could imagine solid cases never making it to the prosecutor stage. And this guy 
claiming he is an officer would be in a position to have personal knowledge of exactly that 
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Anonymous ID:Tn7RJsRH Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:46:57 No.140708686  Report 

>>140708048 
nice larp, give anything substantial or keep "larping" 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:47:29 No.140708751  Report 

>>140708469 
>LEOs are in a much better position to effect change than an average citizen because they have access to the 
evidence. 
disagree, evidence found out of place can be traced to the leaker and they can be dealt with,  
 
the citizen has more free range of movement than anybody else in the society, not sure reporting this stuff to the 
FBI is all that helpful, calling congress is likely the most effective thing you can do, and write them letters 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 488935641.jpg, 29KiB, 612x408 

 

Anonymous ID:DtSf/+ni Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:48:13 No.140708841  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709086 

>>140697895 
Give us the names of some of these "jesters". 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:05 No.140708934  Report 

>>140708642 
if they find evidence they are bound to present it, but once it's handed in and the feds find out thats that,  
 
unless the perp is some nobody then they'll hang him up and make a huge show and sweep all the elites under 
the rug and out the door 

Anonymous ID:D5RM5Q4J Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:07 No.140708936  Report 

>>140708557 
for starters, it sounds like you need a body cam online stream; and you need some ways to make yourself more 
valuable alive rather than dead 

Anonymous ID:FuEKLiKB Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:10 No.140708948  Report 

1-877-bump-4-justice 
>1-877-bump-4-justice 

Anonymous ID:BNgwl7Lc Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:36 No.140708997  Report 

WCTV Exclusive: Congressman Affiliated with Group Tied to Prostitution, Human Trafficking 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAjRWmVsfGo 

Anonymous ID:hmlYeb7X Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:42 No.140709007  Report 

I HATE NIGGERS 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:44 No.140709009  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709318 >>140710679 

>>140707125 
 
Biden actually fucked kids. Pence has friends who run pedo rings and he protected them. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO IMG_3455.jpg, 80KiB, 573x576 
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Anonymous ID:rYEhqEG8 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:49:49 No.140709016  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709210 >>140714894 >>140715237 

Reminder that these threads are honeypots to trick anons into getting these pedo sites into your browser history. 
The defense of "I was investigating pizzagate" won't fly in court and you will either be made out to be a 
pedophile yourself or schizophrenic. If you really want to help, proxy up first and make damn sure you know 
what you're doing. This shit especially with this fake cop OP is basically entrapment with some phony cop 
trying to give you a pass to stalk people, trespass, and otherwise dirty yourself up. Classic law enforcement set 
up.  
Be smart anons, my father always told me that when something's afoot, the first thing you notice is the smell. 
Thing is, Ray, I've got a bit of a cold right now and everything smells. Caspere knew this. 

Anonymous ID:yR3T+4JH Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:50:05 No.140709048  Report 

>>140702336 
 
Contact wikileaks. They have insinuated several times that they have DC pedo evidence. If you are legit police, 
and can actually take down the pedos, they might release the info to you. 

Anonymous ID:gy1n3bgt Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:50:17 No.140709069  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711134 >>140714445 
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ARDEN DELAWARE  
>ARDEN DELAWARE  
 
I CANNOT BE HERE LONG 
 
LOOK INTO THIS PLEASE 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:50:26 No.140709086  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709867 >>140711626 

>>140708841 
jesters are just a bunch of sleezy old guys who wanted an excuse to hire hookers and have orgies in motel 
rooms, they're pretty disgusting but rather vanilla, plenty of them into the pedo shit but they are caught more 
easily than others being part of an organization that is constantly under heavy scrutiny 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 48lawsofpowerlaw10-copy-e1392140 (...).jpg, 50KiB, 555x291 

 

Anonymous ID:c+9kgl+D Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:51:03 No.140709161  Report 

The reason there's a media blackout is pic related.. it's the same reason alot of these bad conditions of the world 
 
Anyone here who's not a parent, it's the same reasoning of why every person who owns a house continues to the 
growing homeless epidemic 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:51:28 No.140709210  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711227 

>>140709016 
>The defense of "I was investigating pizzagate" won't fly in court 
 
do you think the NSA hit Liddy's kid with a pornnado? 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1504337165237.jpg, 169KiB, 1067x1580 

 

Anonymous ID:OU9581HD Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:51:28 No.140709212  Report 

booty bump 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:52:26 No.140709310  Report 
Quoted By: >>140709417 >>140711882 

>>140708563 
That is infuriating. How would one go about going public with that information? 
 
If I were an officer working a pedo investigation, would I be detected if I secretly recorded all my conversations 
with other officers? At some point, I would go public with the recordings, emails, and evidence collected to 
prove that someone knowingly shut down an investigation into a public figure/pedo. 
 
I wouldn't want to do with with a low level pedo, because you really only have one shot to do it, and a low level 
pedo wouldnt be worth it... 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:52:30 No.140709318  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712376 
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>>140709009 
hey OP, why don't you look into the OTO? plenty of pizzagate suspects are high ranking members 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:53:23 No.140709417  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712376 

>>140709310 
>How would one go about going public with that information? 
leak the evidence onto youtube 
 
in related news how do I do this with a throw away phone? any tips? 

Anonymous ID:uBf9/2V7 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:54:24 No.140709529  Report 

>>140697895 
ok 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:55:30 No.140709649  Report 

>>140707627 
 
All I'm going to say is that if I were assigned to investigate the murder of Jeffrey Epstein, the crime would 
never get solved. 

Anonymous ID:X/kAXux8 Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:56:23 No.140709735  Report 
Quoted By: >>140710143 >>140712507 

>>140708563 
 
interesting about the Jesters: 
 
>The original meeting resulting in the formation was held on February 20, 1911, by Shriners in the Captain’s 
office of the S.S. Wilhelmina on a pilgrimage to Aloha Temple, Hawaii. 
 
Hawaii -> Barack Obama -> Podesta's 'hot dog stand' 
 
 
>The Royal Order of Jesters owns a museum in Indiana 
 
Indiana -> Mike Pence 

Anonymous ID:DtSf/+ni Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:57:35 No.140709867  Report 

>>140709086 
Judging from some of the images that showed up from searching them, it appears you're right. 

Anonymous ID:Fo6WjfDN Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:57:46 No.140709880  Report 

>>140706803 
one bullet to Epstein's head is/was easy enough to do. That is why cops have a bad image at times, everybody 
knows they would rather not rock the boat. Any cop could have gotten a criminal to end Epstein and other 
pedophile elites. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 19:59:40 No.140710079  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711290 

>>140708259 
 
They don't need to rape kids to keep society together. And if our society weren't run by incompetent perverts, 
we'd have plenty of money to pay for everything without selling heroin to our own people. 

Anonymous ID:uRbPhkk0 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:00:20 No.140710143  Report 

>>140709735 
>if a man comes from the same state as this museum it means hes a pedo 
 
hmm 
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Anonymous ID:DtSf/+ni Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:01:00 No.140710209  Report 

Here's a good intro article about the jesters for those who've never heard of them: 
 
https://medium.com/@HeapingHelping/who-are-the-royal-order-of-jesters-55ffe6f6acea 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:01:45 No.140710287  Report 
Quoted By: >>140710987 

>>140708390 
 
I'm telling you not to organize. Just you and your best friend, go put a camera somewhere and see what you 
find. Don't talk about it anywhere, to anyone else. 

Anonymous ID:EbrcaZRR Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:01:52 No.140710303  Report 

>>140699218 
Yeah just post your cedit card number and social security and we'll be in touch. 

Anonymous ID:ZpJtR6W1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:03:52 No.140710521  Report 

bump 
 
Somebody save the kids 

Anonymous ID:ErezxH3T Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:04:15 No.140710568  Report 

>>140697895 
Lawmen 
Against 
Rape and 
Pedophilia 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 18301359_1925266047757270_736071 (...).jpg, 43KiB, 722x722 

 

Anonymous ID:k03fhlnZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:05:07 No.140710679  Report 

>>140709009 
I recognize the distinction, but it's telling of Pence's character in my book. 
 
Anyway, before this thread gets shoah'd, here's the archived version of this thread for later review 
>http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/140697895/ 
 
Human Trafficking General that may give you useful information 
>http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/subject/%2FHTG%2F/ 
 
Highly recommend Anonymous5 KnowledgeBomb threads to anyone wanting to go down the Rabbit Hole, but 
not tumble down it like Alice did. 
>http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/subject/knowledge%20bomb/username/anonymous5/tripcode/%21%219O
2tecpDHQ6/ 
 
And PizzaGate focused forum 
>https://voat.co/v/pizzagate 
 
I hope these resources help you find what you need, OP. God Bless. 

Anonymous ID:MElJk3At Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:05:17 No.140710699  Report 
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Quoted By: >>140710924 >>140712854 

>>140700697 
>FBI is controlled by a mix of Mormons and Masons 
 
What do Mormon FBI think about the pedophilia? 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:05:25 No.140710714  Report 
Quoted By: >>140710941 >>140711188 

>>140708515 
>Why not just kill these scumbags? 
 
I'm not calling for violence. You can do whatever you want. 
 
> Why not give a list of names of suspects to this board and let autism do what it does? 
 
The suspects would be tipped off by doing this. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO scarface.jpg, 116KiB, 940x646 

 

Anonymous ID:v8wAxarK Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:06:45 No.140710846  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712910 

How do even you bring down the Jewish Mafia? They're far more organized than Cartels. They control the 
media, they choose who they elect and demonize the people they're against, and they are so clandestine. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO IMG_3583.png, 295KiB, 1242x2208 

 

Anonymous ID:elI+qyEO Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:07:03 No.140710876  Report 

>>140707132 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:07:14 No.140710902  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711537 

>>140708557 
 
I just said the country and police departments are run by blackmailed perverts, and you think I want you to walk 
into your local police department with your evidence? 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:07:25 No.140710924  Report 

>>140710699 
>What do Mormon FBI think about the pedophilia? 
 
what do you think? mormons are a pedophile cult 

Anonymous ID:Xbmzz8if Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:07:33 No.140710941  Report 

>>140710714 
>>Why not just kill these scumbags? 
>I'm not calling for violence. You can do whatever you want. 
 
There you go. Now it's gonna be like that retard going in shooting the Comet Ping Pong. 
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View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO zucker cuck.jpg, 89KiB, 720x1095 

 

Anonymous ID:04YU12Tv Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:07:42 No.140710957  Report 

>>140697895 
>we need video and audio evidence 
Nigga I aint puting CP on my device to do your job for you, fat ass doughnut eatin mudda fugga. 
Seriously though, how about you pigs grow some fucking balls already. Wont even enforce the law at college 
protests, and you want us to have faith in your law enforcement? Kill your station then kill yourself you fucking 
sub IQ level nigger. 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:08:00 No.140710987  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713251 

>>140710287 
This is good advice. I believe you. Tell us about how you are infiltrating the masons? 
 
Perhaps once you do, you can tip us off on where and when their meetings are? 

Anonymous ID:+ncx6Pga Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:08:35 No.140711062  Report 

>>140699799 
Underrated and under check'd 

Anonymous ID:uBf9/2V7 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:08:49 No.140711083  Report 

>>140704614 
fuck lmaoooo 

Anonymous ID:QgzHuSQx Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:09:13 No.140711122  Report 

Watch the movie "The star Chamber" you larping piece of shit 

Anonymous ID:uBf9/2V7 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:09:22 No.140711134  Report 

>>140709069 
ok 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:09:43 No.140711188  Report 

>>140710714 
Is there any way for someone like you to get the names of the suspects to us? Presents a tricky problem to solve. 
Maybe times and places to observe? How could you tell us the suspects without naming them? 

Anonymous ID:rYEhqEG8 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:10:06 No.140711227  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711880 

>>140709210 
I wouldn't doubt it. I mean think about it, how are you gonna convince a jury of old ladies that the weird pedo 
shit on your computer is because of John Podesta or some other shitbird none of them have ever heard of. 
Remember, usually the prosecution presents evidence first. "We found exhibits 4-87 on anons hard drive. Mere 
possession is a felony, I ask the jury to consider their own children in these pics. Yada yada"  
Fuck man, this pizza shit pissss me off too but I'll be damned if I open myself up to that kind of bullshit. I'm on 
enough lists as it is. 

Anonymous ID:Bd+OoTpB Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:10:16 No.140711251  Report 

>>140707009 
so that means me and my own clone are still virgins? 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO oops.jpg, 63KiB, 720x614 
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Anonymous ID:gS1EWNJ/ Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:10:33 No.140711290  Report 

>>140710079 

Anonymous ID:TCWT6uGK Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:12:45 No.140711537  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712548 

>>140710902 
 
Well I know that now obviously. I mentioned it to them months ago, not because of anything you said. At the 
time I didn't know they were involved. Now I know better. They're on the fucking payroll of these pedo groups. 
This still doesn't give me any idea of something constructive to do about the situation. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:13:36 No.140711626  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711880 >>140711919 

>>140709086 
 
Majority of the Jester blackmail is orgies with hookers. That doesn't bother me much, except that they use these 
to corrupt the police and elected officials by filming it all and holding it over their heads. Some of them are 
fucking kids, though. And the Jesters are just one group. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1503552833873.jpg, 55KiB, 700x522 

 

Anonymous ID:c+9kgl+D Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:14:39 No.140711730  Report 

If one really wants to look into the subject check this r9k thread of Brazil 
 
https://desuarchive.org/r9k/thread/38934985/ 
 
The solution is for everyone also women to cease attempted reproduction then there'd be no more problem 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:16:09 No.140711880  Report 

>>140711227 
it's just leverage, this shit never sees the inside of a courtroom 
 
>>140711626 
>the Jesters are just one group. 
pretty sure the mormons are way worse, they've had an even more open reputation than congress for hundreds 
of years 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:16:10 No.140711882  Report 
Quoted By: >>140711993 >>140712112 >>140712215 

>>140709310 
 
What I'm referring to here is catching the blackmailed cops at their local orgy. Get them fired, and suddenly the 
system will start working right again. 

Anonymous ID:DtSf/+ni Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:16:28 No.140711919  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712635 

>>140711626 
I hate to say it but the only way to save this country is to have a president who is willing to purge the military, 
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reconstitute it with loyalists, and use it to eliminate the pedos in Washington. We'll have to live under military 
dictatorship for a number of years after that. 

Anonymous ID:E/sN2xXb Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:16:29 No.140711924  Report 

>>140707826 
Philly isn't that far from DC. 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:17:14 No.140711993  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714189 

>>140711882 
I get it now. How often do these orgies happen in your experience 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:18:40 No.140712112  Report 

>>140711882 
>Get them fired, and suddenly the system will start working right again. 
no it won't, what about the Catholics? and the social services? and the teachers?  
 
but yes you're right, corruption at the local level is necessary to continue with a criminal enterprise so in theory 
clearing out the corruption can domino some decency into the world, good fucking luck with that, we've been 
trying for hundreds of years, no progress yet 

Anonymous ID:3DV6PRYl Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:19:02 No.140712147  Report 

>>140697895 
not gonna lie, high-level LARPer here. its hilarious watching skippy crash and burn but seriously we cant let 
these guys near the nuclear kids 

Anonymous ID:meUJgHlw Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:19:42 No.140712215  Report 

>>140711882 
Good advice. 

Anonymous ID:FuEKLiKB Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:21:03 No.140712340  Report 

>>140697895 
so we have another pizzagate thread. 
how come there isn't a pizzagate thread on fchan? 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:21:20 No.140712376  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713949 

>>140709318 
 
I get it, but we're not going to bring down OTO first. A lot easier to start small, get some victories, and get the 
ball rolling. 
 
>>140709417 
 
I don't want to dictate any specific methods that the alphabets will look for and shut down. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:22:39 No.140712507  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712581 >>140712710 >>140713243 

>>140709735 
 
You guys know Obama was CIA, right? Business International. 

Anonymous ID:tfwlP3TA Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:23:07 No.140712548  Report 

>>140711537 
 
That is a tough one. There are a lot of whistleblower websites besides wikileaks. The problem is which ones are 
controlled, which ones are compromised in some way, and which ones are truly clean and safe to go to. Also, 
the info would need to be spread fast and to as many people as possible. The problem is you are dealing with 
(what it appears to be) a very local situation where you could be easily discovered even if you did this 
anonymously.  
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It is a hard thing, man. I would try maybe sending a message to Nick Bryant, who wrote The Franklin Scandal. I 
am 98 percent positive he is on our side. He has been threatened and ostracized for his investigations, but knows 
a hell of a lot. I would suggest emailing him. He would be a good place to start maybe. I am trying to think of 
other names of people that can be trusted that have a large network of people. 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:23:29 No.140712581  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714646 

>>140712507 
Did you see Arpaio's video on his birth certificate? Is that well known among your peers? 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:24:04 No.140712635  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713059 

>>140711919 
>willing to purge the military, reconstitute it with loyalists, and use it to eliminate the pedos in Washington 
 
and what about the pedos in the military? 

Anonymous ID:DtSf/+ni Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:24:54 No.140712710  Report 

>>140712507 
Yep, literal CIAnigger. We're well aware. 

Anonymous ID:hmfxDfYa Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:25:26 No.140712759  Report 

>>140698009 
>he doesn't know about the Dutroux affair and Belgium's royalty 

Anonymous ID:aVbibmmm Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:25:55 No.140712803  Report 

>>140708557 
Send tips to as many FBI and US Marshals as you can and if they threaten you try to get evidence that they did 
so 

Anonymous ID:9FEfDyaL Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:25:57 No.140712807  Report 

>>140704461 
uhhh dderrppp, you think?! 
 
anyone who thinks this is actual law enforcement have a sad surprise waiting for them. 

CODEFAG !!QmgWe3Oagg0 ID:QLPkvbor Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:25:57 No.140712808  Report 

>>140698782 
Anon what you really need is someone to come in from the outside and be given the access to monitor and 
invesitage every single member of official law enforcement who may be related to it.  
 
Hit me up if you wanna pull me in, I am always looking for something fun to do.... I would need a suit probably 
though, this is all also assuming you are in a high enough position to be able to even think of making a thread 
like this without repercussions. 

Anonymous ID:3DV6PRYl Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:26:12 No.140712828  Report 

>>140697895 
>find john and tony pedestas current address from equifax hack  
>??? 
>profit 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:26:28 No.140712854  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713178 

>>140710699 
 
Most Mormons and Masons hate child rape. You usually have to go up a little bit to find the sickos that are 
running it. That's how they operate, run a church or fraternity but have a seedy underside you don't tell most 
people about. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:27:02 No.140712910  Report 
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>>140710846 
 
Pedophilia is the glue. Remove the glue, and it all comes crashing down. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO RWSS.png, 193KiB, 1854x702 

 

Anonymous ID:OFQkdN/1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:27:03 No.140712913  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712957 >>140713157 >>140715013 

Check out the rave scene. I go to some events and sometimes I see and overhear about shit involving older 
junkies and dealers trying to get with underaged teen girls. In fact, this has been a thing for years.  
 
Fun fact: A lot of dealers are associated with Antifa. Antifa is associated with NAMBLA. 
 
Picture(s) related. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1481458874178.jpg, 72KiB, 640x632 

 

Anonymous ID:OFQkdN/1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:27:30 No.140712957  Report 
Quoted By: >>140712996 

>>140712913 
Related 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1504285896662.jpg, 79KiB, 640x640 

 

Anonymous ID:OFQkdN/1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:28:01 No.140712996  Report 

>>140712957 
Related again 

Anonymous ID:DtSf/+ni Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:28:39 No.140713059  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713668 

>>140712635 
>and what about the pedos in the military? 
 
as many of them get purged from key positions as possible before the culling of Washington begins. 

Anonymous ID:hmfxDfYa Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:29:35 No.140713157  Report 
Quoted By: >>140713568 

>>140712913 
Of course this is true. But it's hard to pinpoint the individuals involved. Politicians and influential people pay to 
have their names scrubbed far away from these kinds of things, and if it is a junky or normal everyday guy, it's 
hard to track them. 

Anonymous ID:/rOhFRCU Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:29:47 No.140713178  Report 

>>140712854 
Love not hate 
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i fixed it for you 
the mormon and mason rituals require child sex to reach upper echelons. you'd know that if you werent stupid 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1504743804479.jpg, 15KiB, 545x409 

 

Anonymous ID:tBx856wl Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:29:48 No.140713180  Report 

>>140708253 
As much as I hate the shills, you're a fucking moron. Look at Bill Cosby. Rape isn't about desperation. It's a 
sadistic fetish thing that anyone can have regardless of station in life. 

Anonymous ID:7COHwK7u Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:30:22 No.140713243  Report 
Quoted By: >>140715330 

>>140712507 
OP seems legit. 
 
okay /pol/fags, here's a tip: 
go volunteer at a place for special needs kids -- learning disabilities, etc.  
 
these kids are usually from broken homes and the places are fronts for abuse.  
 
what're they gonna do? turn you away for volunteering? set up cams and mics.  
 
deviants and enablers will be in charge -- easy pickins. 
 
Godspeed, anons. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:30:26 No.140713251  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714006 

>>140710987 
>Tell us about how you are infiltrating the masons? 
 
I don't want to get too specific, but I joined just to find out who is fucking kids and who is covering it up. 
 
>Perhaps once you do, you can tip us off on where and when their meetings are? 
 
Hundreds and hundreds of Jester Courts, most of them listed online. And that's just one group, there are other 
groups running blackmail rings. 

Anonymous ID:7ZXjBIGZ Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:32:56 No.140713510  Report 

>>140708557 
Go off the grid m8. Gather all your evidence leak it to Wikileaks and leave copies with random people and say" 
if I die release these". Find someone with high authority that you can trust and is an insider in the White House 
(maybe Ourguy Steve Bannon?) and spill the beans fren. Good luck mah nibba 

Anonymous ID:OFQkdN/1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:33:29 No.140713568  Report 

>>140713157 
But what about the hosts of the events? Can't they be targeted for liability, especially if it's a common 
occurrence? 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:34:44 No.140713668  Report 

>>140713059 
>as many of them get purged from key positions as possible before the culling of Washington begins. 
they have been arresting people 
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Anonymous ID:tfwlP3TA Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:37:09 No.140713949  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714256 

>>140712376 
 
Definitely investigate the OTO, but try to think bigger picture, and also realize that many folks in the occult 
community dabble in many different forms of it. Also the "right hand path" and "left hand path", though real, 
are often not as easily defined as many people think they are. You would be surprised how many sweet looking 
wiccans are also involved in stranger and darker stuff. Do not get me wrong, 90 percent of them really do want 
to do right and are not involved in creepy shit, but like I said it is not always so easily defined. The morality is a 
bit different than Christian morality. You could loosely say that it is based more on karmic principles. Those 
who do evil will receive negative shit in return, but some feel it is worth paying the price. Also remember that 
many in the occult community feel that though the left hand and right hand paths are opposed to one another, 
they need one another, and ultimately you can be enlightened in either path and transcend good and evil. 
 
This is why you need to investigate ALL forms of the occult. I am NOT saying that a majority of people 
practicing paganism or ceremonial magic are doing sex magic and sacrificing victims. It is actually a small 
minority. Still though this minority is surprisingly powerful and full of people you would not expect. From 
stupid country bumpkins in some small coven of idiosyncratic Satanism all the way up to the powerbrokers in 
high places with their Luciferianism and Satanism. Remember that many of those practicing these horrifically 
twisted things also move in and out of other "lighter" occult forms, and some who have gone to the darkest stuff 
came from the most mainstream forms of the occult, like Gardnerian Wiccans to the Thelemites. In the quest for 
more knowledge and power, they go down the dark road if gifted enough. 
 
Sorry for the long post, but I think this is important to keep in mind. 

Anonymous ID:gS1EWNJ/ Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:37:39 No.140714006  Report 

>>140713251 
If theyre all working together, I hope you have a million proxies on cause then you made yourself a target 
posting here. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:39:44 No.140714189  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714401 

>>140711993 
 
Some of them are weekly. Lots are once a year. These are things you need to find out about the groups that are 
near you by putting a camera in the hospitality suite or talking to the hotel staff. 

Anonymous ID:hEKuel/Z Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:40:22 No.140714256  Report 
Quoted By: >>140715352 

>>140713949 
OTO typically meet at masonic halls, but they have their own facilities in DC 

Anonymous ID:7e1GXjfS Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:41:11 No.140714334  Report 

>>140703987 
thats what Im saying.. 
 
you bring it to the police and that shit will be destroyed and they would probably keep an eye on you or make 
you have an 'accident' 
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I'm more concerned about savage. 

Anonymous ID:c+9kgl+D Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:41:20 No.140714345  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714505 

OP likely works for experians seedy underbelly side that monitors the social media credit score.. and posting or 
lurking threads like this will add 500 points, while brony stuff is 5000 points 
 
Experian’s ‘Auction’ Commercial (:60) – Dark Web …: https://youtu.be/Ka6JDgbru7k 

Anonymous ID:5sN/8ZRM Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:41:48 No.140714401  Report 
Quoted By: >>140715746 

>>140714189 
Does the FBI have a list of all Free Masons? 

CODEFAG !!QmgWe3Oagg0 ID:QLPkvbor Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:42:13 No.140714445  Report 

>>140709069 
Arden deleware. 
 
Created by Frank Stephens and Will Price these men met at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts 
(PAFA). 
 
Will Price worked for the man named Frank Furness the two of them together created/maintained the PAFA 
(Prices exact role for PAFA unknown). 
 
Frank Stephens enrolled as a student into PAFA under professor Thomas Eakins, who somewhere down the 
road became his Father in law (before or after enrollment unknown). 
 
At some point Frank went to the PAFA board and reported Eakins on several accounts of sexual misconduct 
with his students. 
 
but going back to Frank Furness, his father William Furness at one point created the first Unitarian church in the 
country. Along side a man named Joseph Priestley. Unitarianism is a liberal religion characterized by a "free 
and responsible search for truth and meaning". The church was created by 20 of the most intillecual people in 
the Philiadelphia. 
 
and my autism is done, someone else pickup this is actually an intresting read 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arden,_Delaware 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Stephens_(sculptor) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Eakins 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Will_Price 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Furness 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Henry_Furness 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Priestley 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unitarian_Universalism 

Anonymous ID:OFQkdN/1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:42:59 No.140714505  Report 
Quoted By: >>140715555 

>>140714345 
So he's farming for bitcoins? What are you saying? 

Anonymous ID:Kkw0uYxa Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:43:02 No.140714511  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714820 

ROYAL ORDER JESTERS NATIONAL OFFICE 
5725 Liberty Crossing Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46254 
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>>140698039 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
1247454/Ten-American-Christians-arrested-Haiti-trying-33-orphans-
country.html&ved=0ahUKEwjS567p1ZTWAhUKjFQKHUyqDQ0QFggoMAA&usg=AFQjCNFnan1G2ySOB
U6xCPy5iD1kc2PxTw 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:44:33 No.140714646  Report 
Quoted By: >>140714976 >>140715800 

>>140712581 
 
Yes. The Muslim thing was to discredit questions about his past. Anyone with forensic training could tell the 
file was layered. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1485989351413.jpg, 88KiB, 768x768 

 

Anonymous ID:d3G62lP5 Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:46:10 No.140714820  Report 

>>140714511 
I ain't performing no misinformed vigilantism UNLESS I GET PAID YOU LITTLE FUCK 

Anonymous ID:gRuvy7E+ Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:46:53 No.140714894  Report 

>>140709016 
nice true detective posting 

Anonymous ID:YI/kXlVc Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:47:44 No.140714976  Report 
Quoted By: >>140716054 

>>140714646 
I find it VERY hard to believe that Trump isn't working to take it all down via Mueller and his own methods. 
I also find it hard to believe that he picked members of his cabinet that he couldn't trust or that wouldn't benefit 
him in some way in taking down the swamp. 
Time traveler Trump is getting closer and closer to be all but confirmed, and i'm sorry, i will trust Trump before 
some random anon claiming to be a cop on an image shitposting board. 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:48:05 No.140715013  Report 

>>140712913 
 
This is what we need. Just post about suspicious places and people, and then anyone can take the initiative and 
put a microphone in the plants. 

Anonymous ID:gS1EWNJ/ Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:50:22 No.140715237  Report 

>>140709016 
I got the same whiff from this thread. He claims to be a whistleblower but just throws out claims. He's asking 
frogs to willingly stick themselves in the boiling pot. Not saying don't gather information from each other but be 
aware what youre fighting against unless you dont mind the risk of being blackmailed or ending up as a liquid 
in a barrel being dumped in some other state. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO Shriners.png, 60KiB, 1665x1153 
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>>140713243 
 
May I recommend Shriner Hospitals as a starting point? 

Anonymous ID:tfwlP3TA Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:51:35 No.140715352  Report 

>>140714256 
 
Yup. OTO is definitely one to watch out for. Sex magic is part of their technology, especially certain orders of 
it. Still though it is hard to find who is who. You might just meet up with some old weirdo hippies that are 
pretty benign, or you might meet those that truly believe in the power of the blood, and will do what they can to 
empower themselves. All human fluids are considered powerful to them. You will always hear them defend 
themselves saying they are misunderstood, and that it is all the power of the subconscious, and there is no devil 
worship in the Thelemite practice, but that is bullshit. You just have those who stay within the bounds of 
conventional morality, staying within the lines, and then you have those who do go further for the sake of 
knowledge and power. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1502979854239.png, 32KiB, 621x289 

 

Anonymous ID:c+9kgl+D Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:53:42 No.140715555  Report 
Quoted By: >>140716907 

>>140714505 
 
Not farming bitcoins he's perhaps working for credit data miners (if they exist).. to hire or fire ppl.. or give them 
a promotion or whatever is my guess 
 
Social media credit score 
 
businessinsider.com/china-social-credit-score-like-black-mirror-2016-10 
 
www.forbes.com/sites/moneybuilder/2015/10/23/your-social-media-posts-may-soon-affect-your-credit-score-2 
 
https://archive.4plebs.org/x/thread/19453498/ 

Anonymous ID:Zs9GoxlM Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:55:22 No.140715707  Report 

>>140697895 
Assuming you aren't larping, remember to check out the other /pol/ as well. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 4chan.jpg, 76KiB, 1280x720 

 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:55:41 No.140715746  Report 
Quoted By: >>140716327 >>140716673 

>>140714401 
 
No, but you might be able to if you hacked into the national databases containing detailed personal information 
on every single member nationwide. The hacker known as 4chan would probably start here: 
 
https://sentinelv2.scottishrite.org/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f 

Anonymous ID:Kjd4zkkf Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:56:15 No.140715800  Report 

>>140715330 
Good.  
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>>140714646 
>The Muslim thing was to discredit questions about his past 
 
Are you federal law enforcement? Seems like an inference an average police officer wouldn't make 

Law Enforcement Anon ID:6p8Yx5To Thu 07 Sep 2017 20:58:40 No.140716054  Report 

>>140714976 
 
Trump almost picked Flynn as his VP. The GOP establishment shut that down because they knew Flynn was a 
dedicated pedo fighter. 

Anonymous ID:5sN/8ZRM Thu 07 Sep 2017 21:01:30 No.140716327  Report 

>>140715746 
I am going to take a look at the shrines. I know a good few members; should be interesting. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO bundle of arrow.jpg, 51KiB, 530x480 

 

Anonymous ID:ljcERri1 Thu 07 Sep 2017 21:02:10 No.140716396  Report 
Quoted By: >>140717065 

>>140697895 
why wouldn't you and leo colleagues go public as a group? harder to discredit, intimidate, eliminate when you 
have numbers. back up with documentation, dates, names, etc. 
 
what was colby's bad canoe trip about? 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO 1503716685152.png, 234KiB, 640x640 

 

Anonymous ID:qyqJCDnx Thu 07 Sep 2017 21:02:17 No.140716409  Report 

Stay safe and good luck LEObro, bump 

Anonymous ID:5sN/8ZRM Thu 07 Sep 2017 21:04:52 No.140716673  Report 

>>140715746 
Look into the Moody Foundation. 

View SameGoogleiqdbSauceNAO image.jpg, 2MiB, 3264x2448 

 

Anonymous ID:Dgi9ZofG Thu 07 Sep 2017 21:06:44 No.140716836  Report 

Ya the Mason's diddle but the real problem is they are flown in via the military by the hundreds. The Mason's 
are just small clients. you will never get rid of the hundreds of Syrians, Africans and Asian children being flown 
in every other day by SOCOMM and and the United States Air Force base. they will murder the kids at the Air 
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Force bases. If you know anyone in the Air Force or anyone that flies for nato, or SOCOMM they most likely 
are peddling kids. Any soldier working at Air Force bases will know this. 

Anonymous ID:7COHwK7u Thu 07 Sep 2017 21:06:49 No.140716843  Report 

>>140715330 
not optimal. in such a large and organized facility, volunteer work would be confined to very specific areas 
doing very specific things. as such, our eyes and ears would not have access to the rooms of abuse. 
in a small (and local) special needs 'charity', there would only be a handful of rooms, freedom of movement, the 
targets would be few, easy to identify and there would be ample positions for listening/watching devices. 
they drew the voyeur sword, and it's a two-edged thing. according to their own rules: fair is fair. the watchers 
shall be watched. 
 
let us begin with big fish in little ponds; practice there till we learn to land whales. that day is coming. now it is 
a matter of building public awareness more than anything. 
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>>140715555 
 
Disregard quads 
 
Think about data bank being secure vaults holding valuables like regular banks 
 
The manager could cook up an insurance scheme to have his friend rob the bank and they'd split the money 
 
In my opinion it's the same thing wth these hacks and data leaks 
 
Imagine a list of ppl with mental illness diagnoses given to a huge hiring corporation to screen out applicants 
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>>140716396 
 
You guys really need to learn to think like spies. There is absolutely no reason to come forward under my real 
name. I can stay anonymous, keep infiltrating, leaking anonymously, and giving you guys tips while we slowly 
build a movement to bring down the pedophilia nationwide. Or I can ruin my career and risk getting shot with 
nothing in my hand but circumstantial evidence and a hierarchy dedicated to the coverup. 
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